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ABSTRACT: The application of fluoride anion as a probe for investigating the
internal substrate binding has been developed and applied to dehaloperoxidase−
hemoglobin (DHP) from Amphitrite ornata. By applying the fluoride titration
strategy using UV−vis spectroscopy, we have studied series of halogenated
phenols, other substituted phenols, halogenated indoles, and several natural
amino acids that bind internally (and noncovalently) in the distal binding
pocket of the heme. This approach has identified 2,4-dibromophenol (2,4-DBP)
as the tightest binding substrate discovered thus far, with approximately 20-fold
tighter binding affinity than that of 4-bromophenol (4-BP), a known internally
binding inhibitor in DHP. Combined with resonance Raman spectroscopy, we
have confirmed that competitive binding equilibria exist between fluoride anion
and internally bound molecules. We have further investigated the hydrogen
bonding network of the active site of DHP that stabilizes the exogenous fluoride
ligand. These measurements demonstrate a general method for determination
of differences in substrate binding affinity based on detection of a competitive fluoride binding equilibrium. The significance of
the binding that 2,4-dibromophenol binds more tightly than any other substrate is evident when the structural and mechanistic
data are taken into consideration.

■ INTRODUCTION
Dehaloperoxidase−hemoglobin (DHP), first isolated from the
terebellid polychaete Amphitrite ornata, is a multifunctional
enzyme that functions as an oxygen transporter,1 a peroxidase,2

a peroxygenase,3 and an oxidase.3 Oxygen transport is a classical
function of hemoglobin that involves reversible dioxygen
molecule binding to heme. The binding and release of dioxygen
are regulated by the oxygen partial pressure, Bohr effect, and
other allosteric effectors in the circulatory system. Although
DHP maintains the globin structure, it is of great interest to
understand what particular structural determinants lead to its
ability to carry out functions other than O2 transport.

4

DHP appears to possess a mechanism to incorporate
multiple functions into a small protein (15.5 kDa). Although
DHP possesses a globin fold and functions as a hemoglobin in
A. ornata,1 the peroxidase function5 was discovered in 1996 and
then both peroxygenase and oxidase functions were observed in
2014.3 To facilitate peroxidase and peroxygenase function in a
hemoglobin, much larger molecules than O2 need to bind to
the protein on the surface or in the hydrophobic distal pocket
above the heme.6 Despite the fact that the peroxidase
mechanism requires an external binding site, X-ray crystal
structures of DHP have shown two distinct internal binding
sites for substrate 2,4,6-TXP and inhibitor 4-XP (X = Cl,
Br).7−9 2,4,6-TBP/2,4,6-TCP binds at α-edge of the heme that
deeply buried in the pocket, whereas 4-XP binds right above
the heme that right next to the entrance of the distal pocket

nearest to the β-edge of the heme. Moreover, with use of
protein NMR, the 1H−15N HSQC experiments clearly show
that binding of 2,4,6-TCP and 4-BP induces distinct chemical
shift patterns and indicates the different binding modes of these
two molecules.10,11 Hydroquinone (H2Q) was also observed to
bind internally in a manner that resembles the inhibitor binding
in the distal pocket. H2Q acts as a peroxidase regulator of DHP
by a proton coupled electron transfer (PCET) mechanism.8

These functions are apparently incompatible with normal
globin function, yet DHP does function as a globin as well.2 To
explain this, we propose that there must be a trigger that causes
a functional switch in the protein. The simplest model suggests
that substrate binding itself is the trigger.6,12 Thus, experimental
measurement of the binding strength and structure of
substrates is pivotal for a mechanism that explains the multiple
functions.
Aside from the brominated phenols, indole derivatives were

recently reported as substrates for the peroxygenase and
oxidase functions.3 Although there are currently no crystal
structures of the indole derivatives, it is a reasonable hypothesis
that indolic substrates must bind in the distal pocket in
proximity to the heme iron to allow the protein carry out either
the peroxygenase or oxidase functions.3 The same site that
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permits peroxygenase function apparently inhibits peroxidase
function.7 This situation has some similarity to indoleamine-
2,3-dioxygenase (IDO), which has a large distal pocket and can
accommodate substrate in both active and inhibitory
conformations.13 In a multifunctional protein a binding site
may serve multiple functions, which is observed in IDO as
well.14 For example, the internal binding site observed for 2,4,6-
TCP9 and 2,4,6-TBP8 may well be a substrate binding site for
the peroxygenase function but an inhibitor site for the
peroxidase function. For brevity we will sometimes refer to
the internal sites as substrate binding sites, although they may
also bind inhibitors. It is important to distinguish the internal
mode of binding from the peroxidase substrate binding site,
which must be on the surface of DHP, based on the observed
radical reactivity of the oxidized substrate under peroxidase
conditions.15,16 Therefore, we call the peroxidase substrate
binding site an external site. We can further hypothesize that
binding of the various substrates and inhibitors should regulate
and possibly permit switching of DHP functions. Thus, it will
be extremely useful to find an easy way to quantitatively probe
the internal binding of large molecules in DHP. Here we can
refer to substrates and inhibitors both as large molecules, which
distinguishes them from ligands (such as F−, CO, O2, etc.) that
are bound to the heme Fe.
Fluoride anion turns out to be an ideal ligand to probe the

internal binding of substrates and inhibitors.17 The advantage of
using fluoride anion as a probe the binding affinity of internal
binding ligands in DHP is an improvement over H2O, which
naturally binds at the axial position of the ferric heme. The
native ferric form of DHP is 60% metaquo (6cHS) and 40%
met (5cHS) at pH 6.0. The water binding equilibrium is the
reflected by the change of the coordination state of the ferric
heme between 6cHS and 5cHS, which can be observed in ν2
and ν3 modes in the resonance Raman spectrum.7,8 These
resonance Raman data correlate well with the occupancy of
H2O in the room temperature X-ray crystal structure.18 This
correlation is strengthened by the fact that the distal histidine in
the X-ray crystal structure (PDB code 1EW6) has two
conformations, one internal that hydrogen-bonds to the H2O
molecule and one external that corresponds to a lack of H2O
and a five-coordinate heme. The 6cHS H2O is displaced when
inhibitors bind in the distal pocket and displace H2O to form a
5cHS complex, but the signal is small because the H2O
occupancy is only 60%. By replacing H2O with fluoride anion,
one can compare the competitive binding with a ligand that is
initially bound to 100% of the heme Fe atoms. The use of
fluoride also has the advantage that the assay can be conducted
using UV−vis spectroscopy. Fluoride is a weak field ligand, and
therefore, there is no change the spin state of the heme iron
upon binding. Therefore, the Soret band shows little shift (if
any) upon fluoride binding. However, fluoride anion binding
can be easily monitored in UV−vis spectra because there is a
charge-transfer band CT1 at 605 nm that corresponds to the
formation of DHP−F adduct.19

In the present study, we have applied the fluoride titration
strategy using UV−vis spectroscopy to study the interaction of
DHP A with 30 molecules that bind internally (and
noncovalently) in the distal binding pocket of the heme. We
used resonance Raman spectroscopic methods and density
function theory (DFT) calculations to investigate the hydrogen
bonding (H-bonding) network of the active site of DHP A as
well. By applying the fluoride titration strategy to interrogate
the competitive binding interaction between fluoride anion and

internally bound molecules, we were able to identify 2,4-DBP as
the tightest binding substrate discovered so far. The method
also confirmed that the indole derivatives, which were observed
to be peroxygenase substrates, bind internally in the distal
pocket despite their large size.3 The trends of the binding
affinity of the 5-halogen indole series are consistent with the
preliminary mechanistic studies.20,21 Moreover, the pH-depend-
ent fluoride titration experiment has shown that only the charge
neutral form of the substrate bound internally in the distal
pocket, as we have surmised previously based on a number of
studies.22−24 The data provide further evidence that DHP is a
true multifunctional enzyme.

■ MATERIAL AND METHODS
Materials. All reagents were purchased from Aldrich and

ACROS and used without further purification. All chemicals
were each dissolved in 100 mM, pH 7.0, potassium phosphate
(KPi) buffer to prepare the stock solution. 2,4,6-TBP and all
halogenated indoles solutions were boiled in the water bath and
then cooled to make the supersaturated solutions that meet the
concentration requirement. 0.2 and 0.6 M NaF solutions were
made in the corresponding KPi buffer. Spectra were obtained
using an Agilent 8453 diode array UV−visible spectropho-
tometer with a Peltier-cooled sample cell at 25 °C. Wild-type
His6X (histidine-tagged) DHP A and H55D mutant were
expressed in E. coli and purified as previously described.25,26

The concentration of ferric DHP A was determined by using
the molar absorption coefficient, ε = 116 400 M−1 cm−1.27 The
Soret band of DHP A H55D mutant is at 398 nm and the
corresponding extinction coefficient is 82 500 M−1 cm−1

determined by the pyridine hemochrome method.28

Fluoride Titration Assays. The fluoride titration experi-
ments were conducted using an Agilent 8453 UV−visible
spectrophotometer operating in the standard mode. The
titrations were carried out in a 0.2 cm path length cuvette
obtained from Starna Cells, Inc. The initial ferric DHP A
concentration [E]0 in each sample was 50 μM with a total
volume of 600 μL. 1 or 5 mM substrates were included for the
fluoride competitive binding titration, and the cuvette was
allowed to incubate for 3 min in the thermal cell to reach
thermal equilibrium before the titration. Then the fluoride
stock solution was gradually titrated and the corresponding
spectra were recorded. The fluoride titration spectra were
eventually normalized according to the protein concentrations
in the cuvette. The binding curve was extracted from the
spectra region between 300 and 700 nm using SVD (singular
value decomposition) and then fitted into the one site
reversible binding model to obtain the apparent fluoride
binding constant Kd

app, which is derived in the following.
Figure 1 shows two noncovalent binding sites called the α-

(substrate) and β- (inhibitor) site, as well as the ionic binding
site for fluoride with the heme Fe. The X-ray crystal structure
data shown in Figure 1 provide one of the motivations for this
study. The β-site or inhibitor binding site was observed first in
1999 (PDB code 1EWA)18 but only defined as an inhibitor site
in 2010 (PDB code 3LB2).7 The name β-site comes from the
fact that this binding site is closest to the β-edge of the heme.
The α-site was discovered by two research groups using
different conditions (PDB code 4HF6 and PDB codes 4KMW
and 4KN3)8,9 and is given its name because the substrate is
bound nearest to the α-edge of the heme. On the basis of more
recent work, we hypothesize that the α-site is the substrate
binding site for the peroxygenase function3 but is apparently
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also a substrate inhibition binding site for the peroxidase
function.8

Kinetic evidence suggests that DHP binds a number of
substrates including halogenated phenols and indoles. There-
fore, in order to understand the multiple functions of DHP, it is
imperative to characterize the interactions of large molecules in
these two binding sites with ligands bound to the heme Fe.
There are several possible ligands that could be considered,
fluoride, azide, cyanide, etc., for competitive binding studies in
ferric DHP. Fluoride was chosen for this study because it has a
relatively weak ionic bond that could be relatively easily
displaced by noncovalent substrate and inhibitor binding. The
competitive binding equilibrium is shown in Scheme 1, in
which a square binding equilibrium scheme is used to illustrate
the binding interactions between ferric DHP and both fluoride
anion and substrates/inhibitors.
According to the square scheme there are four related

equilibria. KL is the dissociation constant for the noncovalent
interaction between internal binding molecules (substrates/

inhibitors) and ferric DHP. Kd
f denotes the dissociation

constant for the ionic bond between fluoride anion and ferric
heme in the absence of any internally bound molecule. Kd

b is the
dissociation constant between fluoride anion and ferric heme in
the presence of an internally bound molecule. We have not
included Kd

app in the scheme, since it is not a simple equilibrium
constant. A detailed derivation of Kd

app is given in the
Supporting Information, but the following derivation shows
the crucial steps needed to obtain the final equation.
The starting point for the derivation of Kd

app is to assume that
the enzyme exists in four forms, which are free enzyme, E,
substrate-bound enzyme, EL, fluoride bound enzyme, EF, and
simultaneous substrate- and fluoride-bound enzyme, EFL
(Scheme 1). The mass conservation equation is

= + + +[E] [E] [EL] [EF] [EFL]0 (1)

given that [E]0 is the total enzyme concentration. This equation
can also be written as

=
+ + +

[E]
[E]

1
k K K

0
[L]
K

[F] [L][F]

L d
f

L d
b (2)

Assuming that the fluoride ion concentration is much greater
than the enzyme concentration, [F] ≫ [E]0, the fluoride
binding fraction θ that can be monitored using the UV−vis is

θ = +[EF] [EFL]
[E]0 (3)

Substituting in eq 2,

θ =
+

+ + +( )1 [E]

K K K

K K K K

[E][F] [E][L][F]

[L] F [L][F]

d
f

L d
b

L d
f

L d
b (4)

A rearrangement of this equation permits it to be written in a
standard form for a binding isotherm provided we define an
apparent binding constant:

θ =
+

=
++

+
K F

[F]

[F]

[F]
[ ]K K K

K K K

([L] )

[L]
d
app

L d
f

d
b

d
f

L d
b (5)

Therefore, we can define the apparent fluoride dissociation
constant Kd

app:

=
+

+
K

K K K
K K K

([L] )

[F]d
app L d

f
d
b

d
f

L d
b

(6)

As we can see from eq 6, Kd
app is dependent on both the

concentration of internally bound molecules [L] and the
dissociation constant KL. Because of the presence of
competitive binding, Kd

b should be much larger than Kd
f .

Therefore, either an increase in the molecular concentration
[L] or replacement by a more tight-binding molecule L′ (with
smaller dissociation constant KL′ value) will drive the fluoride
binding equilibrium toward the dissociated form, resulting in an
increase in Kd

app.
Resonance Raman Spectroscopy. DHP A samples at a

final protein concentration of 100 μM were prepared in 100
mM KPi buffer, pH 7.0. The DHP−F complex was prepared
with 0.2 M NaF in the KPi buffer with corresponding pH (pH
5.0 and pH 7.0). And the DHP−F sample at pD 7.0 was
prepared and equilibrated in D2O. Samples were placed in 5
mm NMR tubes and spun with an air piston spinning sample

Figure 1. Illustration of two modes of internal binding of substrate
2,4,6-TBP (α-site) and inhibitor 4-BP (β-site) in the distal pocket of
DHP A with fluoride coordinated to the heme iron obtained from an
overlay of the coordinate files from two X-ray crystal structures of PDB
entries 3LB2 and 4HF6, respectively.7−9

Scheme 1. Equilibrium Scheme of Competitive Binding
between Fluoride Anion and Internal Binding Substrate or
Inhibitor in WT DHP A
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holder (Princeton Photonics, model Raman 101). Resonance
Raman spectra were obtained by excitation at the edge of the
Soret band at 410 nm. The Coherent Mira 900 tunable
titanium sapphire laser generating 700−1000 nm light was
pumped by a Coherent Verdi 10 frequency-doubled diode-
pumped Nd:vanadate laser generating 10 W of 532 nm light.
The near-IR output from the Ti:sapphire laser was sent through
a Coherent 5-050 frequency doubler to generate the working
range of 400−430 nm light for Soret band excitation. The
frequency doubled beam was collimated and cylindrically
focused to a vertical line of ∼5 mm and typically 90−100 mW
at the sample. Raman scattered light was collected by the Spex
1877 Triplemate monochromator (2400 grooves/mm final
stage grating) and was detected by a liquid-N2-cooled CCD
camera (ISA Spex, model CCD-3000). Spectra were measured
at room temperature for 40 acquisitions with a total exposure
time of 1200 s. The spectrograph resolution was determined to
be 2.2 cm−1 using argon lamp lines. The Raman spectra were
first calibrated using standard spectra of toluene, and then
baseline subtracted by using a four-point four-polynomial
extrapolation and normalized to the intensity of the ν7 band
(see Figure 3).
Density Functional Theory Calculations. Density func-

tional theory (DFT) calculations were conducting using a
numerical basis set implemented in the program DMol3.29,30

The PBE functional was used.31 The numerical basis set used is
equivalent in quality to a double-ζ basis set with polarization
functions on all atoms (DNP). The cutoff used from each
atomic center was 20 bohrs. The criterion for convergence was
a change less than one part in 10−6 for two subsequent
iterations of geometry refinement. Fluoride binding energies
were carried out using a continuum dielectric for all models.
The model chosen is the option COSMO in DMol3. This
model is necessary because of the negative charge on the
fluoride and positive charge on all unligated ferric heme models
(except those including OH−).32 A dielectric constant of 78.4
was used to model room temperature aqueous solvation.
Vibrational frequency calculations were carried out by finite
difference to construct the force constant matrix. To construct

the finite difference forces, each nucleus was shifted six times,
along ±x, ±y, and ±z. by 0.1 bohr to obtain an estimate of the
second derivative (Hessian), which is also the force constant.
The calculations were carried out using the THERMAL option,
with the electronic temperature set to 0.005 au (∼1500 K).33

This tool in the DFT method has no physical significance, since
a correction to 0 K is implemented when the calculation is
completed. However, it helps to ensure convergence in large
systems. The systems studied here range from 97 to 109 atoms.
The calculations were carried for d5 ferric Fe in the high spin
state so that all of the heme systems are considered to be in the
same spin state, consistent with observations by UV−vis
spectroscopy.
Using the COSMO dielectric continuum model in the

calculation does not describe the solvation of F− at the
molecular level. In order to correct for the specific solvation
effect of H2O on the binding of the F− ion, the association was
carried out using the following equilibrium:

+ − → − ++ −heme 16H O F heme F 16H O2 2

where heme represents a model that may include proximal
histidine and distal amino acid components to represent the
hydrogen bonding interactions. The various combinations are
given in Tables 4 and 5, and some of these structures are shown
in Figure 6. The calculated energy is the energy required to
transfer the fluoride ion from the heme Fe atom to solvent,
which is modeled using 16 H2O molecules. The COSMO
dielectric continuum was applied to all components of this
model.

■ RESULTS
In this study, we present a competitive binding assay as a
general method for determining substrate binding constants
needed to understand the nature of internal binding in DHP.
Since internal binding corresponds to both substrate and
inhibitor binding, these measurements have a direct relation-
ship to the peroxidase, peroxygenase, and oxidase functions of
DHP. In previous assays of this type, strong binding ligands,
such as CN−, have been used to displace the substrate (or

Figure 2. UV−vis spectra of fluoride titration of WT DHP A and DHP A H55D mutant in the absence or in the presence of substrate: (a) fluoride
titration of WT DHP A (100 μM) in the 100 mM KPi buffer, pH 7.0; (b) fluoride binding curve extracted from spectra data of Figure 1a using SVD;
(c) fluoride titration of WT DHP A (50 μM) in the presence of 1 mM 2,4,6-TCP in the 100 mM KPi buffer, pH 7.0; (d) fluoride titration of DHP A
H55D mutant (50 μM) in the 100 mM KPi buffer, pH 7.0; the NaF concentration is up to 0.3 M.
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inhibitor). Instead, the assay used here started with the F−-
bound form of the heme, which is then challenged with various
concentrations of substrate/inhibitor. There is X-ray crystal
structural evidence for both internal inhibitor and substrate
binding, and these structures suggest that the large molecules
will compete with fluoride binding.7−9 The competition assay
has been developed as a tool to screen for potential new
substrates or inhibitors, which may further expand the
repertoire of DHP functions.
Fluoride Titration and the Competitive Binding

between DHP−F Adduct and the Internal Substrate
Binding. The fluoride titration with the WT DHP A and DHP
A H55D mutant in the absence or in the presence of substrate
was first studied using UV−vis spectroscopy, as shown in
Figure 2. The titration of fluoride to WT DHP A does not
noticeably change the Soret band, which remains at 407 nm
throughout the titration (Figure 2a). In contrast, the Q-band of
WT DHP A at 506 nm was gradually diminished and the
charge transfer band CT1 at 605 nm increased in intensity,
which indicates the formation of the six coordinated high spin
(6cHS) fluoride adduct, DHP−F.34 The fluoride binding curve
for the WT DHP A in the absence of substrate is shown in
Figure 2b. However, there is an additional band that increases
intensity at 579 nm in the presence substrate 2,4,6-TCP
(Figure 2c) during the fluoride titration, which may be due to
the interaction between internal binding substrate 2,4,6-TCP
and the axial fluoride ligand. The H55D mutants showed no
binding affinity toward fluoride, since no spectral changes were
observed upon adding fluoride to protein solutions (Figure 2d).
This result is not a surprise because the distal histidine, H55, is
considered to be the crucial H-bond donor that stabilizes the
binding of an axial fluoride ligand to the heme Fe atom.25

The fluoride anion dissociation constants of both WT DHP
A and DHP B have been measured (Table 1). Since these

dissociation constants are measured in the absence of aromatic
substrates and inhibitors, we denote this dissociation constant
as Kd

f . Because of the close similarity of DHP A and DHP B
structures and sequences, Kd

f values are nearly identical. In
order better understand the distal environment of DHP A and
B, we present a comparison of the Kd

f of horse skeletal muscle
myoglobin (HSMb) and HRP using the same titration method
in this study. HSMb and HRP have ∼3-fold and ∼14-fold
weaker binding affinities compared to DHP, while the Tf-trHb
and CcP have ∼17-fold and ∼2500-fold stronger binding
affinities than DHP, respectively.
The competitive binding between large molecules (L) and

fluoride binding to the heme Fe can be quantitatively
determined by monitoring the increase of the apparent
dissociation constant Kd

app given in eq 6 compared to the

dissociation constant Kd
f measured in the absence of substrate

or inhibitors. Indeed, Kd
app did increase in the presence of the

substrates and inhibitors (the monohalogenated phenol series)
or the classical substrates (the 2,4,6-trihalogenated phenol
series) as shown in Table 2. Kd

app measured for [L] = 5 mM is

approximately 2-fold greater than the Kd
app measured for [L] = 1

mM. For example, this can be seen for the 4-halogenated
phenol series of inhibitors 4-fluoro-, 4-chloro-, or 4-
bromophenol. The inhibitor series is the best characterized,
which permits us to propose an inverse correlation between the
large molecule dissociation constant KL. KL follows the trend:
4-IP < 4-BP < 4-CP < 4-FP7 while Kd

app follows the opposite
trend (Table 2). The tighter is the binding of the large
molecule (i.e., the smaller the KL), the greater is the
corresponding increase in the apparent fluoride dissociation
constant (the larger the Kd

app). Using this principle, we can
estimate the relative KL by measuring the Kd

app using a fluoride
titration. The Kd

f of DHP A is 4.51 mM; thus, Kd
app larger than

4.51 mM indicates internal binding in the distal pocket. The
Kd
app values of the “native” substrate 2,4,6-TBP and inhibitor 4-

BP phenol provide reference values for evaluation of other the
internally bound molecules.

Table 1. Fluoride Dissociation Constant Kd
f of Several

Hemoproteins

hemoprotein
CT1
(nm)

νFe−F
(cm−1)

Kd
f

(mM)

WT DHP A 605 461 4.5 ± 0.1
WT DHP B 605 461 4.5 ± 0.4
myoglobin (horse muscle) 607 14.2 ± 0.5
HRP 611 387 61.8 ± 4.9
TtH-NOX66 609 1.5 ± 0.2
Tf-trHb9 613 381 0.26 ± 0.01
CcP11 617 (1.8 ± 0.4) × 10−3

Table 2. Apparent Fluoride Dissociation Constant Kd
app of

DHP A in the Presence of Internal Binding Molecules

Kd
app (mM)e

internal binding molecule pKa(ph-OH)
a 5 mM 1 mM

4-fluorophenol 9.8967 16.2 ± 0.7 7.0 ± 0.3
4-chlorophenol 9.4367 22.4 ± 1.1 12.2 ± 0.5
4-bromophenol 9.3467 22.9 ± 1.1 12.3 ± 0.8
4-iodophenol 9.2067 NAb 16.4 ± 0.8
2-bromophenol 8.4368 163.4 ± 13.8 25.0 ± 0.6
3-bromophenol 9.0369 NAc NAc

2,4,6-trifluorophenol 7.2070 46.4 ± 4.1 12.7 ± 0.7
2,4,6-trichlorophenol 6.5971 NAb 14.5 ± 0.8
2,4,6-tribromophenol 6.3471 NAb 23.8 ± 1.0
2,4-dicholorophenol 8.0571 ND 74.1 ± 4.3
2,4-dibromophenol 7.8671 ND 172.1 ± 9.0
2,6-dibromophenol 6.8971 21.2 ± 1.2 5.7 ± 0.5
phenol 9.9772 8.3 ± 0.3 ND
p-cresol 10.1572 7.4 ± 0.4 ND
2,3,6-trimethylphenol 10.6473 7.7 ± 0.3 ND
p-methoxyphenol 10.2067 4.8 ± 0.1 ND
guaiacol 9.9374 8.0 ± 0.3 ND
ferulic acid 9.2175 8.7 ± 0.3 ND
benzohydroxamic acid NA 10.7 ± 0.7 ND
L-tryptophan NA 5.5 ± 0.2 ND
L-phenylalanine NA 6.6 ± 0.4 ND
L-tyrosine 10.2076 NAd 10.4 ± 0.6
indole NA 7.9 ± 0.2 5.0 ± 0.2
5-fluoroindole NA NAd 5.8 ± 0.7
5-chloroindole NA NAd 8.6 ± 0.3
5-bromoindole NA NAd 13.2 ± 0.5
5-iodoindole NA NAd 16.8 ± 0.4
4-bromoindole NA NAd 5.2 ± 0.1
6-bromoindole NA NAd 6.1 ± 0.2
7-bromoindole NA NAd 6.6 ± 0.2

aNA: not available. bNA: not available because of protein denaturing.
cNA: not available because ligand coordinates to the heme. dNA: not
available because the limit of solubility. eND: not determined.
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On the basis of this interpretation, the molecule 2,4-
dibromophenol (2,4-DBP) has the tightest binding affinity of
any molecule tested. It is therefore also the tightest binding
among the three bromophenol substrates, 2,4,6-TBP, 2,4-DBP,
and 4-BP. Its binding affinity is approximately 14-fold of that of
4-BP. To further probe the impact of the halogen substituted
position on the aromatic ring, we have measured the Kd

app for 2-
BP, 3-BP, and 2,6-DBP. 2-BP has shown larger Kd

app than 4-BP,
which indicates that the ortho-position of the phenolic group
may give a tighter binding affinity than the para-position.
Unlike 4-BP, the binding of 2-BP to DHP gives rise to a charge
transfer band at 636 nm and the Soret band is less blue-shifted
compared to that of 4-BP. However, if both ortho-positions are
occupied as in 2,6-dibromophenol (2,6-DBP), the binding
affinity becomes dramatically lower. It is worth noting that 2,6-
DBP has a lower binding affinity than 2,4,6-TBP. The contrast
between 2,4-DBP and 2,6-DBP is striking. The former binds
more tightly than 2,4,6-TBP by a factor of ∼7, while the latter
binds ∼4 times more weakly. Unlike both 2-BP and 4-BP, 3-BP
directly coordinates to the heme iron with the binding affinity
Kd = 184.1 ± 8.6 μM that is 25-fold smaller than that of
fluoride. The UV−vis spectrum of 3-BP DHP binding complex
has the Soret band at 406 nm and a charge transfer band at 613
nm, which is quite distinct from the spectra for 2-BP and 4-BP
binding (Figure S2).
Using the same strategy, we have measured the Kd

app of
phenol, several substituted phenols, and three aromatic amino
acids. As for most internal binding molecules, their dissociation
constant KL is usually much smaller than their concentration
[L], especially when [L] = 5 mM. Thus, KL can be ignored
compared to [L]. Therefore, we can simplify eq 2 to show that
KL is inversely proportional to the Kd

app. On the basis of the Kd
app

value, we conclude that phenol, p-cresol, guaiacol, 2,3,6-
trimethylphenol, benzohydroxamic acid, and ferulic acid
present moderate binding affinity toward DHP, which is
about half of the binding affinity of the inhibitor 4-BP. The
amino acids L-phenylalanine and L-tryptophan bind poorly and
are estimated to possess only one-fifth binding affinity of 4-BP.
In contrast, L-tyrosine shows binding affinity comparable to the
4-halogenated phenols.
Indole derivatives comprise a new class of substrate

discovered along with the peroxygenase function of DHP.3

Therefore, indole and its derivatives were also tested in
competitive binding studies with fluoride to measure the
corresponding Kd

app values. The 5-halogenated indole series (F,
Cl, Br, I) clearly show a trend that the corresponding Kd

app

increases as the radius of the halogen atom increases, which is
consistent with previously reported binding affinity of 5-
halogenated indoles. Moreover, the 5-position of the indole is
most crucial in determining the indole derivative’s binding
affinity toward DHP because Kd

app of 5-bromoindole is
approximately 2-fold higher than that for the 4-, 6-, and 7-
bromoindoles. All of these relative binding affinities reported by
Kd
app of fluoride titration are consistent with previous published

resonance Raman spectra of indole derivatives of DHP B, in
which ν2 and ν3 vibrational modes referred as coordination
state marker modes were monitored to tell the binding affinity
of the indole derivatives.
pH-Dependent Fluoride Titration. In contrast to HRP,

the fluoride binding affinity of DHP is relatively stable between
pH 5.0 and pH 7.0.35 The Kd

f of DHP A at pH 7.0 is only about
1.7-fold of Kd

f at pH 5.0. The large increase of Kd
f at pH 8.0 is

because approximately 50% of the DHP A is ligated with

hydroxide, which competes with the fluoride binding in the
axial position.36 However, some of the internal binding
molecules with pKa of the phenolic group between 5.0 and
7.0 are sensitive to the pH because the population of the
protonated or deprotonated species is determined by pH
exponentially. It is believed that only the charge neutral form of
halogenated phenols can bind internally in DHP because of the
highly hydrophobic environment in the distal pocket. Indeed,
for 2,4,6-TCP with pKa = 6.6, the increase of Kd

app at pH 6.0
compared to pH 7.0 implies that there are more 2,4,6-TCP
bound internally because of the increase population of the
charge neutral form at pH 6.0 (Table 3). In the contrast, 4-BP

with pKa = 9.3 does not show a significant pH-dependent effect
on the value of Kd

app between pH 5.0 and pH 7.0. To sum up,
this pH-dependent fluoride titration experiment proves that
only the charge neutral form of the substrate binds internally in
the highly hydrophobic distal pocket.

DHP−F Adduct Revealed by Resonance Raman
Spectroscopy. Resonance Raman spectroscopy was used to
characterize the DHP−F adduct in both high and low
frequency regions (Figures 3 and 4). Moreover, the DHP−F

adduct is assigned by the strong ν2 mode at 1565 cm−1, which
indicates the presence of a 6cHS ligation, in agreement with
previous observations.34 We observe that there are two ν3
modes in DHP without fluoride bound (bottom spectrum in
Figure 3). This is in agreement with previous observations and
arises from the fact that ferric DHP A exists in an equilibrium of
5cHS and 6cHS.34 Both 5cHS and 6cHS are present in the
metaquo form as indicated by the ν3 shift from 1564 to 1565
cm−1 (Figure 3). In the low frequency region, the iron fluoride
stretching band was previously assigned at 462 cm−1 for 430
nm excitation.34 It has been assigned at 461 cm−1 for 410 nm

Table 3. Fluoride Dissociation Constants Kd
f and Kd

app in
Different pH

Kd
app (mM)

pH
Kd
f (mM),

DHP A WT
DHP A + 4-BP

(1 mM)
DHP A + 2,4,6-TCP

(1 mM)

pH 5.0 2.6 ± 0.1 13.4 ± 0.3 NA
pH 6.0 3.1 ± 0.2 12.1 ± 0.2 38.7 ± 1.4
pH 7.0 4.5 ± 0.1 12.3 ± 0.8 14.5 ± 0.8
pH 8.0 17.2 ± 1.1 NA 66.7 ± 10.9

Figure 3. Resonance Raman spectra of WT ferric DHP A at pH 7.0
(red), DHP−F at pH 7.0 (blue), DHP−F at pH 5.0 (orange), and
DHP−F at pD 7.0 (purple), in the high frequency region.
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excitation in this study. The change of pH has no significant
effect on the low frequency region in the resonance Raman
spectra, which is reasonable because the binding affinity of
fluoride is only enhanced by 1.7-fold when pH is shifted from
7.0 to 5.0. However, the Fe−F stretching band was shifted to
462 cm−1 in the KPi buffer with D2O at pD 7.0. The increased
wavenumber of Fe−F stretching frequency indicates the
enhancement of the Fe−F bond strength. One possible
scenario is that there is a water molecule in the distal pocket
that H-bonded to the fluoride anion. Replacement of H2O with
D2O molecule will weaken the H-bond between water and
fluoride, which in turn will enhance the Fe−F bond strength,
resulting in a higher stretching frequency.
In Figure 5, upon the titration of the tightest binding

substrate 2,4-DBP, we were able to observe the gradual

diminishing of the Fe−F stretching band at 461 cm−1 as the
substrate concentration is increased. This clearly shows the
fluoride ligand starting to dissociate upon the binding of 2,4-
DBP, which indicates the strong competitive binding between
fluoride anion and internal binding molecule. If there were any
simultaneous binding, we would expect the intensity of the Fe−
F stretch to be preserved and the frequency to be shifted. The

comparison of pH and pD shows the kind of shift that can be
expected.

Fe−F Bonding Studied by Density Functional Theory.
DFT calculations were carried out on the heme models shown
in Figure 6 and several other related models, which are

described in Tables 4 and 5 in terms of the distal and proximal
ligands. The vibrational frequencies and fluoride binding
energies given in Tables 4 and 5, respectively, show that the
strength of the Fe−F bond depends on both H-bonding (cis
effect) and axial ligation (trans effect). Table 4 shows a general
trend for the wavenumber of the Fe−F stretching mode in
cm−1 to decrease with the strength of distal H-bonding. The
trans effect produces an decrease in binding energy and
wavenumber in direct proportion to the strength of the
proximal interaction. The stronger is the trans ligation (i.e., for
a more basic proximal ligand), the weaker is the Fe−F bond.
Thus, for example, the strongest binding and highest frequency
are observed for five-coordinate heme−F, the binding energy
and ν(Fe−F) cm−1 decreasing in the order OH−(His) <
H2O(His) < His < no ligand. The calculated F−-binding
energies shown in Table 5 depend on both the distal H-
bonding effect and the proximal trans ligation effect. Because of

Figure 4. Resonance Raman spectra of WT ferric DHP A at pH 7.0
(red), DHP−F at pH 7.0 (blue), DHP−F at pH 5.0 (orange), and
DHP−F at pD 7.0 (purple), in the low frequency region.

Figure 5. Resonance Raman spectra of DHP−F titrated with 0 mM
2,4-DBP (blue), 0.1 mM 2,4-DBP (red), 0.2 mM 2,4-DBP (purple),
and 1.0 mM 2,4-DBP (black), in the low frequency region.

Figure 6. Stick figures of one of the series of structures used for model
DFT calculations. The models shown are (A) proximal-His-heme-F,
(B) proximal-His-heme-F-(Ile), (C) proximal-His-heme-F-(H2O), and
(D) proximal-His-heme-F-(His).

Table 4. Wave Number of the Fe−F Stretching Mode
Calculated Using DFT Methodsa

model

proximal distal ν(Fe−F) (cm−1)

NA NA 593
His NA 550
His His (NδH) 452
His His (CH) 435
His Ile 543
His H2O 496
His (H2O) NA 470
His (H2O) H2O 489
His (H2O) His (NδH) 372
His (OH−) NA 451

aAll structures contained heme and fluoride with various groups on
the proximal and distal side as given in columns 1 and 2.
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the opposing distal and proximal trends, we must consider the
distal and proximal effects separately. In comparison with the
calculated binding energies on the proximal side, the H2O(His)
calculated binding energy does not follow the trend, but the
other binding energies do follow the trend that increased axial
(trans) ligation strength weakens the Fe−F bond. At the
present time we have no explanation for the H2O(His)
anomaly. Distal ligation binding energies are complicated by
the fact that there are two contributions to the binding energy.
The introduction of H-bonding on the distal side weakens the
Fe−F bonding interaction. However, the total binding energy
of F− must also take the hydrogen binding interaction of Fe−H
into account. This fact prohibits direct comparison of these
binding energies with the Fe−F frequencies, for example, since
the frequencies report only on the force constant of the Fe−F
bond.
The DFT calculations show that the cis effect of distal

histidine His or a distal water molecule significantly lowers the
Fe−F stretching frequency by a H-bonding interaction, which is
consistent with previously observed shifted ν(Fe−F) stretching
frequency in the series of mutated Tf-trHb by resonance
Raman spectroscopy.37 It is relevant that DHP has an observed
ν(Fe−F) stretch of 461 cm−1, which is in the correct range for a
model with both a proximal histidine and moderately strong H-
bonding by a distal histidine. The calculated wavenumber was
not scaled or corrected for anharmonicity. The trends on the
distal side agree with the general idea that hydrophobic amino
acids in the distal position have weak H-bonding (e.g., Ile in
Table 4), and therefore the ν(Fe−F) stretching frequency
increases.

■ DISCUSSION

On the Choice of Fluoride as the Ligand for a
Competitive Binding Assay. Structural methods can provide
information about the modes of binding of substrates and
inhibitors, but they require a great deal of time and effort. The
current study is not a substitute for structural studies but a
competitive binding assay that is relatively easy to implement,
since UV−vis spectroscopy can be used to detect the
displacement of ligands bound to the heme Fe. We have
already reported such an assay, in which the naturally occurring
H2O ligand is displaced by inhibitor binding.7,34 However, the
H2O competition assay is of limited utility because the shifts in
the resonance Raman spectrum are quite small. The drawback

of using H2O ligand as a probe is that there is only about 60%
of the metaquo form at pH 6.0.38 It is difficult to monitor the
change of the coordination state in the UV−vis because there is
no significant shift in the Soret, Q-band, or charge-transfer band
regions of the spectrum, but the structural conclusions have
been corroborated by the use of electron paramagnetic
resonance.39,40 CO is a diatomic probe that can also be used
based on the Fe−C stretching band of the CO adduct
monitored using resonance Raman spectroscopy between 400−
600 cm−1 and the C−O vibrational mode observed by IR
spectroscopy.41−43 However, CO only binds to the ferrous
form of the heme, which is not the typical oxidation state for
the starting point of peroxidase or peroxygenase chemistry.
Moreover, CO binding is quite strong and there is no evidence
for any competition with substrate binding.36,44 Fluoride
binding provides similar information to CO in that laser
excitation in the Soret band region can give significant
enhancement of the Fe−F stretching band at 461 cm−1 in
the resonance Raman spectrum, which also provides a probe of
internal large molecule binding.42,45 Fluoride has moderate
binding affinity to the heme Fe so that two modes of
interaction can be studied. Competitive binding will lead to loss
of the Fe−F intensity. Simultaneous binding will lead to a shift
in the Fe−F stretching frequency. Finally, the titration
experiments can be carried out with no need for an anaerobic
environment as required for CO adducts.

On the Competition between Noncovalent Substrate
and Covalent Fluoride Binding. The competitive binding
assay is based on the observation that a noncovalent internal
substrate/inhibitor binding has an energy comparable to the
bond ligation energy of fluoride. Using the Kd

f values Table 1,
we can estimate the binding free energy of fluoride. Using ΔG°
= −RT ln(Ka) for the binding energy. Since Ka = 1/Kd

f ≈ 220
M−1, we can estimate the free energy as approximately −3.2
kcal/mol. Since the substrates/inhibitors can displace fluoride
in same concentration range, their binding energies must be
comparable to the covalent binding of fluoride itself. Of course,
the competitive binding by mass action is concentration
dependent. The calculated free energies from the Fe−F bond
are comparable to the experimental range. The various models
attempt to capture the possible range of distal and proximal
effects in heme proteins with calculated binding energies
ranging from −2.7 to −11.1 kcal/mol.

Table 5. Solution and Binding Energies Calculated Using DFT Methods Including a COSMO Dielectric Continuum Model

heme species, proximal/distal heme−F−, E (Ha) heme, E (Ha) ΔE (Ha)a ΔE(F− bind) (kcal/mol)b ΔE(F−(aq)) (kcal/mol)c

NA/NA −3196.85 −3096.83 −100.021 −24.4 −13.6
His/NA −3501.47 −3401.47 −100.003 −18.8 −8.1
His/His (NδH) −3806.08 −3706.07 −100.013 −21.9 −11.1
His/His (CH) −3806.08 −3706.09 −99.995 −16.5 −5.7
His/Ile −3699.02 −3599.02 −100.001 −18.4 −7.6
His/H2O −3577.86 −3477.87 −99.992 −15.5 −4.7
His(H2O)/NA −3577.86 −3477.85 −100.010 −21.1 −10.4
His(H2O)/His (NεH) −3882.48 −3782.48 −100.004 −19.2 −8.5
His(H2O)/H2O −3654.26 −3554.26 −100.008 −20.6 −9.8
His(OH−)/NA −3577.37 −3477.38 −99.986 −13.5 −2.7
His(OH−)/His (NεH) −3881.99 −3781.99 −99.998 −17.4 −6.6

aThis value is obtained by subtraction of column 2 from column 1. bThe total energy of the F− ion is −99.9429 Ha using the continuum dielectric
model in H2O (ε = 78.4). This value was added to ΔE in column to obtain F− binding energy in the continuum model. cBy use of this method, the
solvation energy of F− ion in a solvent model consisting of 16 H2O molecules is −10.8 kcal/mol. The value in aqueous solution is obtained by
subtracting the solvation energy of F− ion in water (modeled as 16 H2O molecules) from column 4.
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The computational model in Table 5 suggests that if the H-
bond with His55 is disrupted, which occurs when the inhibitor
4-BP binds in the distal pocket, the binding energy of fluoride
should increase by +3.0 kcal/mol. This value is obtained by
comparing the model with a distal histidine that can H-bond
(NδH) and no ligand on the distal side (NA) in rows 3 and 2,
respectively, of Table 5. The same comparison when a water
molecule is on the proximal side H-bonded to the proximal
histidine gives +3.4 kcal/mol in rows 5 and 2, respectively, of
Table 5. This is the value that is relevant to the binding of
substrate. The experimental binding energy of approximately
−3.2 kcal/mol is consistent with the observation that the
internal substrate (or inhibitor) binding can displace F−. We
can identify the distal H-bonding as the main cause of the
destabilization of F−. This conclusion is consistent with a large
body of work on binding F− in heme proteins and its use as a
probe of the distal environment. The COSMO calculation gives
a range values, which are comparable to the experimental value
of −3.2 kcal/mol. Since this value is at low end of the range in
Table 5, the most appropriate model may be one in which the
proximal histidine is partially polarized His(OH−), which has
been suggested based on resonance Raman data and DFT
calculations.41,46,47 Calculation of the hydration energy

+ →− −16H O F 16H O:F2 2

using DFT methods gives −10.8 kcal/mol, which is in the range
of possible values given in Table S1, which is taken from the
CRC Handbook. Both the absolute and relative binding
strengths obtained from DFT calculations are in the correct
ranges and agree with experimental trends.
Role of Distal Histidine His55 in H-Bond Interactions of

DHP−F Adduct. The DHP−F adduct has a characteristic
charge transfer band at 605 nm that can be observed in the
UV−vis spectrum. This charge transfer band CT1 is due to the
[a2u(π) → eg(dπ)] transition from porphyrin ring to heme
iron.48 The CT1 band of DHP is relatively blue-shifted
compared to the CT1 band of other hemoproteins (SWMb,
hhMb, HRP, and CcP) fluoride adduct, which indicates that
there are fewer H-bonding interactions in the distal pocket to
stabilize the fluoride anion. Similar to SWMb, the distal
histidine is the only residue that is responsible for stabilizing the
fluoride anion in DHP. Evidence for the stabilization of fluoride
by distal histidine H-bonding is found in the DHP A H55D
mutant, which completely loses the ability to bind fluoride
anion. Similar observations have been made for SWMb H64V
and H64L mutants.49 The corresponding H55V mutant in
DHP A is completely nonfunctional, consistent with the role
played by the distal histidine in stabilization of ligand binding at
the heme Fe.50 However, the CT1 band of DHP−F is observed
at 605 nm over the pH range 5.0−7.0, concomitant with the
lack of change in the Fe−F stretching band at 461 cm−1 at both
pH 5.0 and pH 7.0. This behavior is in contrast to HHMb,
which has two pH-dependent forms of fluoride-bound
complex.48 This observation is consistent with the hypothesis
that the pH dependence of reactivity DHP A is due to the
ionization of the substrate rather than an effect of pH on the
protein.22,24,51 The stabilization of bound fluoride by a “heme-
linked” amino acid, which is most likely the distal histidine, has
been observed using fluoride binding kinetics in HRP.35 The
idea of using fluoride as a probe has been exploited in many
studies of peroxidases using UV−vis and resonance Raman
spectroscopy.17,52−55

The distal pocket of DHP must possess flexibility to
accommodate such a wide range of molecules in the distal
pocket. Besides the allosteric distal histidine His55, hydrophobic
residues Phe21, Phe35, and Val59 should stabilize the internal
binding molecules through van de Waals interaction.7,10,38,44 A
series of X-ray crystal structures, NMR studies, and resonance
Raman studies have shown that H55 is unusually flexible in
DHP when compared to the distal histidine of other globins.7,56

The flexibility appears to be important in the competitive
fluoride binding studies as well. The distal histidine, H55, is
essential for stabilizing the fluoride binding in DHP. It is known
that the distal histidine is the residue that fine-tunes exogenous
ligand binding in myoglobin. DHP has a similar scenario
because the distal histidine, H55, is the only polar residue in the
distal pocket. Such a role for the distal histidine has already
been established based on strong H-bond to the dioxygen
ligand in the oxyferrous form and H-bonding to H2O in the
metaquo form.38 However, the DHP-CO turns out to be an
exception as the distal histidine H55 is observed mostly
adopting solvent exposed “open” conformation because of the
weak H-bond interactions between H55 and heme-bound CO
but rather strong H-bonds interaction between H55 and the
propionates.57 The greater flexibility of the distal histidine in
DHP relative to other globins suggests that there could be
stronger H-bonding in DHP. One possible scenario is that
distal histidine H55 mediates an indirect H-bonding to fluoride
anion through a water molecule in the distal pocket (Scheme
2). This scenario is possible because a water molecule can

reside in the distal pocket as observed in the X-ray
crystallographic structures of PDB code 1EW6 at room
temperature and PDB code 2QFK at 100 K. For an
intermediate H2O molecule to be present as shown in Scheme
2A, His55 would need to be present in the NδH tautomer. The
isotope effect in this model would be explained by replacement
of H2O by D2O. Another scenario is that distal histidine directly
interacts with fluoride where the H-bond is NεH···F. In this
case shown in Scheme 2B, the H-bonding would be weakened
in D2O solution by H/D exchange, NεH(D)···F. In the case of
SWMb, the fluoride is H-bonded to the distal histidine, H64,
and a solvent water molecule that significantly interacts with the
same distal histidine.49 The Fe−F stretching band in DHP is 1
cm−1 higher in D2O than that in H2O and indicates that the
strength of Fe−F bond is enhanced because of the weakened
H-bonding. This conclusion is also consistent with the DFT
calculations given in Table 4. However, we do not have
sufficient information at this time to decide between the two
models in Scheme 2.

Natural Selection and Selective Internal Binding of
Molecules in the Distal Pocket. The current results show
that DHP is promiscuous with regard substrate binding, which
is similar to the xenobiotic metabolizing cytochrome P450
enzymes.58 However, the trend of binding affinity between

Scheme 2. Proposed H-Bonding Interactions with Fluoride
in DHP
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brominated phenols (2,4-DBP > 2,4,6-TBP > 4-BP) still
presents some selectivity toward these substrates which may be
a result of evolution.59,60 Amphitrite ornata cohabitates with
another polychaete marine worm Notomastus lobatus, a
subsurface filter feeder that secrets halogenated phenols to
repel potential predators.5 Since A. ornata itself does not
possess this “chemical weapon”, it appears that the most
abundant protein in A. ornata, DHP, has evolved a peroxidase
function as a natural protection against the toxicity of
brominated compounds. Chemical analyses of volatile organo-
halogen compounds show that N. lobatus contains abundant
amount of 2,4-DBP and moderate amount of 2,4,6-TBP and 4-
BP. Thus, 2,4-DBP may be the primary substrate of DHP in
nature. The structural evidence suggests that 2,4-DBP is
adapted to the substrate binding site observed in the 2,4,6-TBP
X-ray crystal structure.8 First, 2,4-DBP also functions as a
substrate in the presence of H2O2 (Figure S1). Moreover, the
ortho-bromo substituents make the 2,4-DBP unlikely to bind in
the inhibitor binding site because of steric hindrance. While 2,6-
DBP has not been identified in N. lobatus, it has been observed
in another polychaete lugworm, Arenicola brasiliensis, that is also
a subsurface filter feeder.59 The ratio of the binding constants
for the various brominated phenols studied in this work
matches the abundance of brominated phenols in the benthic
ecosystem where A.ornata lives. Therefore, it is reasonable to
postulate that natural selection may play a role in shaping the
internal binding site of DHP.
While bromoindoles are much less prevalent in benthic

ecosystems, the binding of indoles in the distal pocket of a
heme protein is similar to the binding of substrates in the
mammalian enzymes, indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase and trypto-
phan dioxygenase. The determinants of substrate binding in
these proteins have been probed in molecule detail using site-
directed mutagenesis,61 following similar detailed studies in
peroxidases.62 These observations are relevant for this study,
since spectroscopy has been used to quantify this binding in the
dioxygenases.63 Moreover, substrate inhibition is a recurrent
theme in these studies of dioxygenases, as is observed in DHP
as well.13,64

■ CONCLUSION
The present study permits a comparison of substrates and
inhibitors that have different modes of binding. Both substrates
and inhibitors bind in the distal pocket of the DHP protein in
sites we call the α- and β-sites in Figure 1. From previous
structural work it was known that 4-halogenated phenols
(except 4-FP) act as inhibitors of DHP and bind in a well-
defined binding site. One of the principal determinants of
binding in the β-site is the presence of a Xe binding site in
DHP, which is where the halogen of 4-BP resides when it is
bound in the β-site.65 The hypothesized peroxygenase
substrates 2,4-DCP and 2,4-DBP are suspected to bind in a
substrate binding site at the α-heme edge. This alternative
internal binding site is deep inside the protein.8,9 The known
peroxidase substrates, 2,4,6-TCP and 2,4,6-TBP, are believed to
bind at an external site near the heme δ-edge at low
concentration, but they are also observed to bind at the
heme α-edge internal site at higher concentration.8,9 The
relative binding strengths of these large molecules are
consistent with a functional interpretation of the two major
internal modes of binding shown in Figure 1. The nearly
perpendicular binding of the β-site very near the heme Fe
makes it an inhibitor, since it blocks the heme Fe so H2O2

cannot bind and since it displaces the distal histidine (H55) so
that it cannot act as an acid−base catalyst in the peroxidase
function. The α-site places the substrate in an orientation that
permits H-bonding by the phenolic O−H to a bound ligand
(e.g., H2O2), and it exposes the C−H in the 6-position so that it
is poised for oxygen atom transfer in the peroxygenase function.
This study shows that 2,4-DBP binds more tightly in the
protein than any other ligand, which presumably means that it
binds in the α-site. The data show that although 2,4,6-TBP also
binds the in α-site, its binding is much weaker. While 2,4,6-TBP
cannot compete with 2,4-DBP, it is capable of autoinhibition or
substrate inhibition at high 2,4,6-TBP concentration. These
trends, apparent in the study using a competitive fluoride
binding assay, provide a consistent picture of the relative
strength of binding interactions needed to permit three of the
protein functions of DHP to coexist; the globin, peroxidase,
and peroxygenase functions. It also explains the relative
magnitude of inhibition for 4-BP. These provide important
relative binding strengths for the bromoindoles, which will
contribute to our understanding as further mechanistic studies
on the peroxygenase and oxidase functions of DHP emerge.
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